1. Look at page 31. How did the brothers make sure that the people would buy the machine?

__________________________________________________________

2. Look at page 15. How was the machine powered?

__________________________________________________________

3. Look at page 13. How did the brothers make sure that the people would say that the food was delicious?

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

4. What should someone have said in this story?

__________________________________________________________

5. Look at page 28. How did Grandpa solve the problem of cooking the party food for Carlo’s party?

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

6. Now look at page 31. How were the brothers punished?

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

7. Do you think was it a clever way to trick people?

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

8. Do you think the ending was fair and why?

__________________________________________________________
1. Look at page 31. How did the brothers make sure that the people would buy the machine?

_They cut off the power so there was no electricity to cook._

2. Look at page 15. How was the machine powered?

_It ran on batteries._

3. Look at page 13. How did the brothers make sure that the people would say that the food was delicious?

_They said that only the best cooks can taste how truly delicious it is. If you have never tasted wonderful food you won’t be able to taste this._

4. What should someone have said in this story?

_They should have said that the cubes just taste like sawdust._

5. Look at page 28. How did Grandpa solve the problem of cooking the party food for Carlo’s party?

_He set up six barbecues._

6. Now look at page 31. How were the brothers punished?

_They were locked up and all they had to eat was a brown cube for breakfast, a blue one for lunch and a green one for supper._

7. Do you think was it a clever way to trick people?

_Open._

8. Do you think the ending was fair and why?

_Open._